COMPANY
PROFILE

“Bringing Italian design and quality worldwide has always been LM
Medical Division main goal. Since 1978, we embrace the changing
healthcare environment, delivering top-quality products globally
through innovation and continuous improvement.
We take pride in creating our products piece by piece in our
Manufacturing Unit, with complete attention to detail and
technological excellence.
At LM Medical Division, we’re always dedicated on making things
better. Better quality. Better design. Better performance.
With the best patient care always in our mind.”

Alberto Lancini
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MADE IN ITALY
PHILOSOPHY STYLE, DURABILITY
AND TAILORED FUNCTIONALITY.

Innovative in-house production, design and product quality a reliable worldwide
distribution network: this is the LM Medical Division identity, a leading company whose
core business is the production of bed head trunking and pendants solutions for all
hospital wards, intensive care and surgical units from 1978. Ergonomic design, aesthetic
quality and technical accuracy are the benchmarks that make us valued worldwide.
LM Medical Division have emerged to become one of the most sought company after
players, capable of delivering high quality technical products and solutions to meet
the needs of medical staff and patients.
Our mission? Genuine and absolute commitment for healthcare through innovative
products. We manufacture and market medical supply units, privacy and protective
wall solutions, control system for operation room.
Our goal? To enhance the hospital environment thanks to a comprehensive range of
medical equipment products and solutions designed to comply and meet the needs
of medical staff and patients in today’s healthcare environment.
How we do it? We are proud to have a highly skilled team of professionals who are
relentless in striving to create innovative design and high quality products, which is the
only standard we allow for all our medical devices and solutions . This is the because of
we have fully embraced the “MADE IN ITALY” philosophy: synonym of Style, durability
and tailored functionality.
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19
78
FONDATION

Lancini Mario and Marinella, husband and wife, create LM Lancini Mario company, which
operates in the construction of industrial electrical systems and electrical equipment.
The company experiences a steady growth over the years, with the recruitment of new
employees, the expansion of the market and a wider range of products.

+250

hospital wards installed worldwide in the last three years

10.000

bed head units manufactured each year

+ di 5.000

45

+35
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different product configurations

Professionals in our recently built headquarters

distributors worldwide

HISTORY
AND EVOLUTION

1978

2001

2017

2010

1985

2018

1985

2001

2010

NEW HORIZONS
The company produces the first
electromedical equipment for
the Italian market, opening a new
horizon for its expansion. Over
the years, the electromedical
production becomes more and
more important, to the point that
it becomes the core business of
the company.

NEW ENERGY
Elena and Alberto, the children
of the founders, join the
company, bringing new energy
and fresh ideas with a clear
goal in their mind: to spark the
company’s expansion towards
foreign
markets,
focusing
on the development of new
opportunities for LM.

A NEW DAWN
The evolution of LM is
complete: LM Medical Division
is born. A brand new approach
to the medical equipment
market, with full product lines
designed specifically for the
foreign market.

2017
NEW LINES
LM Medical Division grows
at a steady pace, positioning
itself as one of the leaders in
the electromedical equipment
market. New product lined are
successfully launched, like Oki
line, and the expansion process
continues, with the opening of a
commercial office in Singapore.

2018
NEW LEVEL
LM Medical Division acquires
Cablan Srl, a company with
over 30 years of experience
in electrical wiring, with a
production unit of 2500 square
meters, opening a complete
new range of opportunities to
grow further and increase its
market share.
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OUR PEOPLE
CAN WE MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE.

LM Medical Division’s production cycle spans the entire supply chain from component
procurement to distribution, all within a quality controlled environment.
We design, produce and assemble all our products in our headquarters, with no
outsourcing at all, so that we can control every aspect, every phase, every detail.
Our Supply Chain Management ensures that we are always getting the best
components strictly from UE most reliable suppliers.
All our products and processes are of the highest certified European Quality
standards. We are constantly trying to improve our production chain in order to
achieve the best results.
But technology and best practices are useless without the human touch.
That’s why we care so much about our people.
Giving clear objectives and asking employees to take personal responsibility to
reach their goals, at LM Medical we recognizes success, results and teamwork.
That’s what makes LM Medical Division Production Unit so efficient: the idea that
technology, placed in the hands of skilled and committed people, can make all the
difference.
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PRODUCT
AND SOLUTIONS

INPATIENT CARE:
Design solutions

INPATIENT CARE:
Standard solutions

OPERATING THEATER:
Media Bridge

OPERATING THEATER:
I-CONTROL

INTENSIVE CARE
& OPERATING THEATER
Q-PANEL

OPERATING THEATER:
Ceiling pendants
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FURNISHING
Accessories

INPATIENT CARE:
Design solutions

INPATIENT CARE:
Pediatric solutions

FURNISHING
Accessories

INTENSIVE CARE
& EMERGENCY
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OK

LINE
BED HEAD UNITS AND PENDANTS SOLUTIONS
FOR HOSPITAL WARDS, INTENSIVE CARE
AND SURGICAL UNITS.

LM Medical Division’s OKI line is the result of the analysis, research, design and
manufacture of high quality bed head units, using state of the art design and
manufacturing technology. OKI bed heads are made 100% in Italy and have
a user-friendly, practical design, to guarantee optimal use and durability in
healthcare facilities. All OKI are made of extruded alumium profiles and hightech materials assembled to a choice of several configuations.

They have the following features:
_ The smooth regular surfaces are an advantage guaranteeing easy cleaness
and disinfection.
_ The lenght of the BHU can be fully customised to each customer’s request.
_ Location of gas outlets and electrical components can be adapted to each
customer’s specific need

The OKI bed head units range offers different characteristics depending on
the specific functions required by the client.

_ Basic

_ Fantasy

_ Plus

_ Quadro

_ Flat

_ Cielo

_ Design

_ Isola

_ Vertical

_ Easy

_ Infinit-i
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LINE
FULL PRODUCTS’ RANGE OF BUMPERS, CORNER GUARDS,
HAND RAILS AND WALL COVERINGS.

These products are 100% made in Italy.

The high tecnology and the detailed refined product design offer to architects
and builders the best solution and integration into all medical environments,
hospitals, medical clinics and rehabilitation centers.

_ Corner guards
_ Bumpers
_ Handrails
_ Crash rails
_ Skirtings
_ Wall coverings
_ Protection for door handles
_ Door covering
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PRATIK
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LINE
PRATIKA IS A MODULAR, VERSATILE
AND FIXED TELESCOPIC CURTAINS SYSTEM.

These products are 100% made in Italy.

The detailed, refined product design and the high quality of the fabrics offer
architects and designers the best privacy solution which can easily be inte
grated into all medical environments, hospitals, medical and dental clinics,
rehabilitation centers and beauty farms.

_ Trevix
_ Texy
_ Rolly
_ Flexy
_ Basik
_ Modular fix
_ Infusion-arm

Q-PANEL
ISOLATED POWER SUPPLY

These panels are specific for the supply of electrical systems in medical areas,
in accordance with the regulation CEI 64-8. They guarantee total protection
from macro and micro shock through electrical segregation between utiliser
and electric net.
The continuity of service is an essential need especially in the surgical wards,
anesthesia or intensive care units, as in the dentist’s offices or in the laboratories
for analysis. The accidental suspension of the activity could affect the result
of the operation or even the health conditions of the patient, for this reason
the use of special protection systems is indispensable in order not to allow the
automatic interruption of the electrical circuits at the first breakdown.
For these circuits it is necessary to adopt the supply through the isolation
transformer as a protection system against accidental contacts danger.

I-CONTROL
Thanks to the Control Panel the medical team can receive information about
the medical gas system, HVAC plant and electrican power supply system.

Attractive, enticing and modern solution and graphics not only make the CP
easy to use but also complement the pleasing appearance of today’s high
tech operating theatres.
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IN THE WORLD
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WORLDWIDE
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

EUROPE
_ BULGARIA

_ ROMANIA

_ CZECH REPUBLIC

_ RUSSIA

_ ESTONIA

_ SLOVAKIA

_ FRANCE

_ GREECE

_ IRELAND

_ SPAIN

_ ITALY

_ GERMANY

_ MALTA

_ UNITED KINGDOM

_ POLAND

_ UNGHERY

_ PORTUGAL

ASIA
_ CHINA

_ SINGAPORE

_ INDONESIA

_ VIETNAM

_ INDIA

_ JAPAN

_ MALAYSIA

MIDDLE
EAST

_ AZERBAIJAN

_ PALESTINE

_ IRAQ

_ QATAR

_ JORDAN

_ SAUDI ARABIA

_ LEBANON

_ SIRYA

_ OMAN

_ UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

_ EGYPT

_ MOROCCO

_ LIBYA

_ TUNISIA

AFRICA
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WORLDWIDE
REFERENCES

OPERATING THEATER
POLONIA
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OPERATING
THEATER
21

INPATIENT CARE
JERUSALEM
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PEDIATRIC
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INTENSIVE CARE & EMERGENCY
ROMANIA
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PRE-POST OPERATION
UNITED KINGDOM

INTENSIVE CARE
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
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